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Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA 2020
Osvaldo Gervasi 2020-09-30 The seven volumes LNCS 12249-12255 constitute the refereed proceedings of the 20th
International Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2020, held in Cagliari, Italy, in July 2020. Due to COVID-19 pandemic the conference was
organized in an online event. Computational Science is the main pillar of most of the present research, industrial and commercial applications, and plays a unique role in
exploiting ICT innovative technologies. The 466 full papers and 32 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 1450 submissions. Apart from the general
track, ICCSA 2020 also include 52 workshops, in various areas of computational sciences, ranging from computational science technologies, to specific areas of computational
sciences, such as software engineering, security, machine learning and artificial intelligence, blockchain technologies, and of applications in many fields.
Applied Data Mining Guandong Xu 2013-06-17 Data mining has witnessed substantial advances in recent decades. New research questions and practical challenges have arisen
from emerging areas and applications within the various fields closely related to human daily life, e.g. social media and social networking. This book aims to bridge the gap
between traditional data mining and the latest advances in newly emerging information services. It explores the extension of well-studied algorithms and approaches into these
new research arenas.
Handbook of Research on Advanced Data Mining Techniques and Applications for Business Intelligence
Trivedi, Shrawan Kumar 2017-02-14 The development of business
intelligence has enhanced the visualization of data to inform and facilitate business management and strategizing. By implementing effective data-driven techniques, this allows
for advance reporting tools to cater to company-specific issues and challenges. The Handbook of Research on Advanced Data Mining Techniques and Applications for
Business Intelligence is a key resource on the latest advancements in business applications and the use of mining software solutions to achieve optimal decision-making and
risk management results. Highlighting innovative studies on data warehousing, business activity monitoring, and text mining, this publication is an ideal reference source for
research scholars, management faculty, and practitioners.
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence for Agricultural Economics
Chandrasekar Vuppalapati 2021-10-04 This book discusses machine learning and artificial intelligence
(AI) for agricultural economics. It is written with a view towards bringing the benefits of advanced analytics and prognostics capabilities to small scale farmers worldwide. This
volume provides data science and software engineering teams with the skills and tools to fully utilize economic models to develop the software capabilities necessary for
creating lifesaving applications. The book introduces essential agricultural economic concepts from the perspective of full-scale software development with the emphasis on
creating niche blue ocean products. Chapters detail several agricultural economic and AI reference architectures with a focus on data integration, algorithm development,
regression, prognostics model development and mathematical optimization. Upgrading traditional AI software development paradigms to function in dynamic agricultural and
economic markets, this volume will be of great use to researchers and students in agricultural economics, data science, engineering, and machine learning as well as engineers
and industry professionals in the public and private sectors.
Contrast Data Mining
Guozhu Dong 2016-04-19 A Fruitful Field for Researching Data Mining Methodology and for Solving Real-Life Problems Contrast Data Mining: Concepts,
Algorithms, and Applications collects recent results from this specialized area of data mining that have previously been scattered in the literature, making them more accessible
to researchers and developers in data mining and other fields. The book not only presents concepts and techniques for contrast data mining, but also explores the use of
contrast mining to solve challenging problems in various scientific, medical, and business domains. Learn from Real Case Studies of Contrast Mining Applications In this
volume, researchers from around the world specializing in architecture engineering, bioinformatics, computer science, medicine, and systems engineering focus on the mining
and use of contrast patterns. They demonstrate many useful and powerful capabilities of a variety of contrast mining techniques and algorithms, including tree-based
structures, zero-suppressed binary decision diagrams, data cube representations, and clustering algorithms. They also examine how contrast mining is used in leukemia
characterization, discriminative gene transfer and microarray analysis, computational toxicology, spatial and image data classification, voting analysis, heart disease prediction,
crime analysis, understanding customer behavior, genetic algorithms, and network security.
Data Mining with R Luis Torgo 2016-11-30 Data Mining with R: Learning with Case Studies, Second Edition uses practical examples to illustrate the power of R and data mining.
Providing an extensive update to the best-selling first edition, this new edition is divided into two parts. The first part will feature introductory material, including a new chapter
that provides an introduction to data mining, to complement the already existing introduction to R. The second part includes case studies, and the new edition strongly revises
the R code of the case studies making it more up-to-date with recent packages that have emerged in R. The book does not assume any prior knowledge about R. Readers who
are new to R and data mining should be able to follow the case studies, and they are designed to be self-contained so the reader can start anywhere in the document. The book
is accompanied by a set of freely available R source files that can be obtained at the book’s web site. These files include all the code used in the case studies, and they facilitate
the "do-it-yourself" approach followed in the book. Designed for users of data analysis tools, as well as researchers and developers, the book should be useful for anyone
interested in entering the "world" of R and data mining. About the Author Luís Torgo is an associate professor in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Porto
in Portugal. He teaches Data Mining in R in the NYU Stern School of Business’ MS in Business Analytics program. An active researcher in machine learning and data mining for
more than 20 years, Dr. Torgo is also a researcher in the Laboratory of Artificial Intelligence and Data Analysis (LIAAD) of INESC Porto LA.
Data Mining and Learning Analytics
Samira ElAtia 2016-09-20 Addresses the impacts of data mining on education and reviews applications in educational research teaching,
and learning This book discusses the insights, challenges, issues, expectations, and practical implementation of data mining (DM) within educational mandates. Initial series of
chapters offer a general overview of DM, Learning Analytics (LA), and data collection models in the context of educational research, while also defining and discussing data
mining’s four guiding principles— prediction, clustering, rule association, and outlier detection. The next series of chapters showcase the pedagogical applications of
Educational Data Mining (EDM) and feature case studies drawn from Business, Humanities, Health Sciences, Linguistics, and Physical Sciences education that serve to
highlight the successes and some of the limitations of data mining research applications in educational settings. The remaining chapters focus exclusively on EDM’s emerging
role in helping to advance educational research—from identifying at-risk students and closing socioeconomic gaps in achievement to aiding in teacher evaluation and facilitating
peer conferencing. This book features contributions from international experts in a variety of fields. Includes case studies where data mining techniques have been effectively
applied to advance teaching and learning Addresses applications of data mining in educational research, including: social networking and education; policy and legislation in
the classroom; and identification of at-risk students Explores Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) to study the effectiveness of online networks in promoting learning and
understanding the communication patterns among users and students Features supplementary resources including a primer on foundational aspects of educational mining and
learning analytics Data Mining and Learning Analytics: Applications in Educational Research is written for both scientists in EDM and educators interested in using and
integrating DM and LA to improve education and advance educational research.
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques
Jiawei Han 2011-06-09 Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the concepts and techniques in processing gathered data or
information, which will be used in various applications. Specifically, it explains data mining and the tools used in discovering knowledge from the collected data. This book is
referred as the knowledge discovery from data (KDD). It focuses on the feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability of techniques of large data sets. After describing
data mining, this edition explains the methods of knowing, preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It then presents information about data warehouses, online
analytical processing (OLAP), and data cube technology. Then, the methods involved in mining frequent patterns, associations, and correlations for large data sets are
described. The book details the methods for data classification and introduces the concepts and methods for data clustering. The remaining chapters discuss the outlier
detection and the trends, applications, and research frontiers in data mining. This book is intended for Computer Science students, application developers, business
professionals, and researchers who seek information on data mining. Presents dozens of algorithms and implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and suitable for use in
real-world, large-scale data mining projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining object-relational databases, spatial databases, multimedia databases, time-series
databases, text databases, the World Wide Web, and applications in several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical look at the concepts and techniques you need to get the
most out of your data
Knowledge Management and Digital Transformation Power
Orhan TORKUL 2022-11-25 ?Ç?NDEK?LER ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN
DISTANCE EDUCATION (2012-2021): A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW MEHMET BARI? HORZUM - DEN?Z DEM?RC?O?LU D?REN THE ROLE OF CUSTOMER KNOWLEDGE IN DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION: CUSTOMER KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AS A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS LEVENT ÇALLI MACHINE LEARNING
AS A TOOL FOR ACHIEVING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION MERVE ???C? - YUNUS EMRE TORKUL - ?HSAN HAKAN SELV? BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT ERAY AÇIKGÖZ - BERR?N DEN?ZHAN A STUDY ON DEEP LEARNING BASED APPLICATIONS USED IN AGRICULTURE IN TURKIYE GÜNAY
TEMÜR BLOCKCHAIN AND INFORMATION SHARING FAT?H ÇALLI INDUSTRY 4.0, SMART FACTORIES AND EFFECTS ON BUSINESS T?JEN ÖVER ÖZÇEL?K - ?HSAN HAKAN
SELV? - AYTEN YILMAZ YALÇINER - MUHAMMED TAHA ZEREN ANALYSIS OF THE PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE PUMPKIN BY DATA
MINING FEYZA GÜRBÜZ OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN SMEs-THE ROLE OF DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES AS A CATALYST BÜ?RA
ALMA ÇALLI A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK AND INSIGHTS OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ÖMER FARUK SEYMEN THE FUTURE OF MONEY AS A
FINANCIAL INVESTMENT TOOL: CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY ?NC? MERVE ALTAN
PHealth 2012 Bernd Blobel 2012 Microsystems, smart textiles, telemedicine, smart implants and sensor-controlled medical devices have become important enablers for
monitoring and treatment in both inpatient and outpatient care. Indeed, micro and nano technologies have tremendous potential for increasing access to care whilst managing

healthcare costs. They are set to be at the heart of evolutionary and revolutionary changes in healthcare, and are crucial, not only for the future of medicine, but also for the
improvement of healthcare and welfare processes today and tomorrow. This book presents the proceedings of the 2012 pHealth conference, held in Porto, Portugal, in June
2012. The pHealth conference has emerged as the leading international meeting on wearable micro and nano technologies for personalized medicine, attracting scientists from
various disciplines, clinicians, as well as policy makers from the healthcare industry, hospital administration and allied professionals. The book includes keynotes, invited
speeches and selected submitted contributions.The areas covered include: the pHealth approach, new approaches to diagnosis and therapy, monitoring special diseases,
system architecture, design and implementation, wearable sensor systems, smartphone applications and ambient assisted living. Over the years, pHealth has given visibility to
the tremendous potential of micro and nano technologies, not only for the future of medicine, but also for the improvement of healthcare processes today. This book will be of
interest to all those involved with the provision of health and welfare services, and also to companies engaged in the development of micro and nano technologies.
Data Mining & Business Intelligence
Mohit Thakkar 2018-01-12 It often happens that when we try to study a subject for some examination or a job interview, we just don’t find
the right content. The problem with the reference books is that they are too descriptive for last moment studies. Whereas the problem with local publications is that they are
inaccurate as compared to the reference books. This particular book encapsulates the subject notes on Data Mining & Business Intelligence with the combined benefits of
reference books & local publications. It has the accuracy of a reference book as well as the abstraction of a local publication. The author studied the subject from various
sources such as web lectures, reference books, online tutorials & so on. After having a thorough understanding of the subject, the author compiled this book for an easy
understanding of the subject. This book presents the content in the form of question & answers, with utmost simplicity of language, and in an abstract manner so that it can be
used for last moment studies. This book can be used by: Ø Students to prepare for their examinations Ø Professionals to prepare for job interviews. Ø Individuals willing to
have a basic understanding of the domain: Data Mining & Business Intelligence. Happy Reading! ?
Data Classification
Charu C. Aggarwal 2014-07-25 Comprehensive Coverage of the Entire Area of Classification Research on the problem of classification tends to be
fragmented across such areas as pattern recognition, database, data mining, and machine learning. Addressing the work of these different communities in a unified way, Data
Classification: Algorithms and Applications explores the underlying algorithms of classification as well as applications of classification in a variety of problem domains,
including text, multimedia, social network, and biological data. This comprehensive book focuses on three primary aspects of data classification: Methods: The book first
describes common techniques used for classification, including probabilistic methods, decision trees, rule-based methods, instance-based methods, support vector machine
methods, and neural networks. Domains: The book then examines specific methods used for data domains such as multimedia, text, time-series, network, discrete sequence,
and uncertain data. It also covers large data sets and data streams due to the recent importance of the big data paradigm. Variations: The book concludes with insight on
variations of the classification process. It discusses ensembles, rare-class learning, distance function learning, active learning, visual learning, transfer learning, and semisupervised learning as well as evaluation aspects of classifiers.
Machine Learning Marco Gori 2017-11-20 Machine Learning: A Constraint-Based Approach provides readers with a refreshing look at the basic models and algorithms of
machine learning, with an emphasis on current topics of interest that includes neural networks and kernel machines. The book presents the information in a truly unified
manner that is based on the notion of learning from environmental constraints. While regarding symbolic knowledge bases as a collection of constraints, the book draws a path
towards a deep integration with machine learning that relies on the idea of adopting multivalued logic formalisms, like in fuzzy systems. A special attention is reserved to deep
learning, which nicely fits the constrained- based approach followed in this book. This book presents a simpler unified notion of regularization, which is strictly connected with
the parsimony principle, and includes many solved exercises that are classified according to the Donald Knuth ranking of difficulty, which essentially consists of a mix of warmup exercises that lead to deeper research problems. A software simulator is also included. Presents fundamental machine learning concepts, such as neural networks and
kernel machines in a unified manner Provides in-depth coverage of unsupervised and semi-supervised learning Includes a software simulator for kernel machines and learning
from constraints that also includes exercises to facilitate learning Contains 250 solved examples and exercises chosen particularly for their progression of difficulty from simple
to complex
Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing
Guojun Wang 2015-11-16 This four volume set LNCS 9528, 9529, 9530 and 9531 constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 15th International Conference on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, ICA3PP 2015, held in Zhangjiajie, China, in November 2015. The 219 revised full
papers presented together with 77 workshop papers in these four volumes were carefully reviewed and selected from 807 submissions (602 full papers and 205 workshop
papers). The first volume comprises the following topics: parallel and distributed architectures; distributed and network-based computing and internet of things and cyberphysical-social computing. The second volume comprises topics such as big data and its applications and parallel and distributed algorithms. The topics of the third volume
are: applications of parallel and distributed computing and service dependability and security in distributed and parallel systems. The covered topics of the fourth volume are:
software systems and programming models and performance modeling and evaluation.
Handbook of Cluster Analysis
Christian Hennig 2015-12-16 Handbook of Cluster Analysis provides a comprehensive and unified account of the main research developments in
cluster analysis. Written by active, distinguished researchers in this area, the book helps readers make informed choices of the most suitable clustering approach for their
problem and make better use of existing cluster analysis tools. The book is organized according to the traditional core approaches to cluster analysis, from the origins to recent
developments. After an overview of approaches and a quick journey through the history of cluster analysis, the book focuses on the four major approaches to cluster analysis.
These approaches include methods for optimizing an objective function that describes how well data is grouped around centroids, dissimilarity-based methods, mixture models
and partitioning models, and clustering methods inspired by nonparametric density estimation. The book also describes additional approaches to cluster analysis, including
constrained and semi-supervised clustering, and explores other relevant issues, such as evaluating the quality of a cluster. This handbook is accessible to readers from various
disciplines, reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of cluster analysis. For those already experienced with cluster analysis, the book offers a broad and structured overview. For
newcomers to the field, it presents an introduction to key issues. For researchers who are temporarily or marginally involved with cluster analysis problems, the book gives
enough algorithmic and practical details to facilitate working knowledge of specific clustering areas.
Optimization by GRASP
Mauricio G.C. Resende 2016-10-26 This is the first book to cover GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures), a metaheuristic that has
enjoyed wide success in practice with a broad range of applications to real-world combinatorial optimization problems. The state-of-the-art coverage and carefully crafted
pedagogical style lends this book highly accessible as an introductory text not only to GRASP, but also to combinatorial optimization, greedy algorithms, local search, and pathrelinking, as well as to heuristics and metaheuristics, in general. The focus is on algorithmic and computational aspects of applied optimization with GRASP with emphasis
given to the end-user, providing sufficient information on the broad spectrum of advances in applied optimization with GRASP. For the more advanced reader, chapters on
hybridization with path-relinking and parallel and continuous GRASP present these topics in a clear and concise fashion. Additionally, the book offers a very complete
annotated bibliography of GRASP and combinatorial optimization. For the practitioner who needs to solve combinatorial optimization problems, the book provides a chapter
with four case studies and implementable templates for all algorithms covered in the text. This book, with its excellent overview of GRASP, will appeal to researchers and
practitioners of combinatorial optimization who have a need to find optimal or near optimal solutions to hard combinatorial optimization problems.
Intelligent Systems for Stability Assessment and Control of Smart Power Grids
Yan Xu 2020-12-11 Power systems are evolving towards the Smart Grid paradigm, featured by
large-scale integration of renewable energy resources, e.g. wind and solar power, deeper participation of demand side, and enhanced interaction with electric vehicles. While
these emerging elements are inherently stochastic in nature, they are creating a challenge to the system’s stability and its control. In this context, conventional analysis tools
are becoming less effective, and necessitate the use alternative tools that are able to deal with the high uncertainty and variability in the smart grid. Smart Grid initiatives have
facilitated wide-spread deployment of advanced sensing and communication infrastructure, e.g. phasor measurement units at grid level and smart meters at household level,
which collect tremendous amount of data in various time and space scales. How to fully utilize the data and extract useful knowledge from them, is of great importance and
value to support the advanced stability assessment and control of the smart grid. The intelligent system strategy has been identified as an effective approach to meet the above
needs. This book presents the cutting-edge intelligent system techniques and their applications for stability assessment and control of power systems. The major topics
covered in this book are: Intelligent system design and algorithms for on-line stability assessment, which aims to use steady-state operating variables to achieve fast stability
assessment for credible contingencies. Intelligent system design and algorithms for preventive stability control, which aims at transparent and interpretable decision-making on
preventive control actions to manipulate system operating condition against possible contingencies. Intelligent system design and algorithms for real-time stability prediction,
which aims to use synchronized measurements to foresee the stability status under an ongoing disturbance. Intelligent system design and algorithms for emergency stability
control, which aims at fast decision-making on stability control actions at emergency stage where instability is propagating. Methodologies and algorithms for improving the
robustness of intelligent systems against missing-data issues. This book is a reference and guide for researchers, students, and engineers who seek to study and design
intelligent systems to resolve stability assessment and control problems in the smart grid age.
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Third Edition
Khosrow-Pour, Mehdi 2014-07-31 "This 10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based articles
contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities, prospective solutions,
and future directions in the field of information science and technology"--Provided by publisher.
New Advances in Information Systems and Technologies
Álvaro Rocha 2016-03-15 This book contains a selection of articles from The 2016 World Conference on Information
Systems and Technologies (WorldCIST'16), held between the 22nd and 24th of March at Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil. WorldCIST is a global forum for researchers and
practitioners to present and discuss recent results and innovations, current trends, professional experiences and challenges of modern Information Systems and Technologies
research, together with their technological development and applications. The main topics covered are: Information and Knowledge Management; Organizational Models and
Information Systems; Software and Systems Modeling; Software Systems, Architectures, Applications and Tools; Multimedia Systems and Applications; Computer Networks,
Mobility and Pervasive Systems; Intelligent and Decision Support Systems; Big Data Analytics and Applications; Human-Computer Interaction; Health Informatics; Information
Technologies in Education; Information Technologies in Radiocommunications.
Advances in Data Mining Knowledge Discovery and Applications
Adem Karahoca 2012-09-12 Advances in Data Mining Knowledge Discovery and Applications aims to help data
miners, researchers, scholars, and PhD students who wish to apply data mining techniques. The primary contribution of this book is highlighting frontier fields and
implementations of the knowledge discovery and data mining. It seems to be same things are repeated again. But in general, same approach and techniques may help us in
different fields and expertise areas. This book presents knowledge discovery and data mining applications in two different sections. As known that, data mining covers areas of
statistics, machine learning, data management and databases, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and other areas. In this book, most of the areas are covered with
different data mining applications. The eighteen chapters have been classified in two parts: Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Applications.

Web Content Mining for Analyzing Job Requirements in Online Job Advertisements
Ute Heinze 2015-12-14 The analysis of job requirements is crucial for companies and job
seekers. The thesis deals with developing a web content mining process for analyzing job requirements in online job advertisements. It combines methods from big data
analytics, knowledge discovery in databases, data mining, web mining, and natural language processing. In the future, the web content mining process can be integrated into an
overarching recruiting 4.0 framework to support decision-making processes.
Data Intensive Computing Applications for Big Data
M. Mittal 2018-01-31 The book ‘Data Intensive Computing Applications for Big Data’ discusses the technical concepts of
big data, data intensive computing through machine learning, soft computing and parallel computing paradigms. It brings together researchers to report their latest results or
progress in the development of the above mentioned areas. Since there are few books on this specific subject, the editors aim to provide a common platform for researchers
working in this area to exhibit their novel findings. The book is intended as a reference work for advanced undergraduates and graduate students, as well as multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research workers and scientists on the subjects of big data and cloud/parallel and distributed computing, and explains didactically many
of the core concepts of these approaches for practical applications. It is organized into 24 chapters providing a comprehensive overview of big data analysis using parallel
computing and addresses the complete data science workflow in the cloud, as well as dealing with privacy issues and the challenges faced in a data-intensive cloud computing
environment. The book explores both fundamental and high-level concepts, and will serve as a manual for those in the industry, while also helping beginners to understand the
basic and advanced aspects of big data and cloud computing.
Knowledge Discovery Process and Methods to Enhance Organizational Performance
Kweku-Muata Osei-Bryson 2015-03-16 Although the terms "data mining" and "knowledge
discovery and data mining" (KDDM) are sometimes used interchangeably, data mining is actually just one step in the KDDM process. Data mining is the process of extracting
useful information from data, while KDDM is the coordinated process of understanding the business and mining the data in order to id
Database Modeling and Design
Toby J. Teorey 2011-02-10 Database Modeling and Design, Fifth Edition, focuses on techniques for database design in relational database
systems. This extensively revised fifth edition features clear explanations, lots of terrific examples and an illustrative case, and practical advice, with design rules that are
applicable to any SQL-based system. The common examples are based on real-life experiences and have been thoroughly class-tested. This book is immediately useful to
anyone tasked with the creation of data models for the integration of large-scale enterprise data. It is ideal for a stand-alone data management course focused on logical
database design, or a supplement to an introductory text for introductory database management. In-depth detail and plenty of real-world, practical examples throughout Loaded
with design rules and illustrative case studies that are applicable to any SQL, UML, or XML-based system Immediately useful to anyone tasked with the creation of data models
for the integration of large-scale enterprise data.
Aspects of Personal Privacy in Communications
Geir M. Koien 2013-07-01 The modern society is rapidly becoming a fully digital society. This has many benefits, but
unfortunately it also means that personal privacy is threatened. The threat does not so much come from a 1984 style Big Brother, but rather from a set of smaller big brothers.
The small big brothers are companies that we interact with; they are public services and institutions. Many of these little big brothers are indeed also being invited to our private
data by ourselves. Privacy as a subject can be problematic. At the extreme it is personal freedom against safety and security. We shall not take a political stand on personal
privacy and what level of personal freedom and privacy is the correct one. Aspects of Personal Privacy in Communications is mostly about understanding what privacy is and
some of the technologies may help us to regain a bit of privacy. We discuss what privacy is about, what the different aspects of privacy may be and why privacy needs to be
there by default. There are boundaries between personal privacy and societal requirements, and inevitably society will set limits to our privacy (Lawful Interception, etc.). There
are technologies that are specifically designed to help us regain some digital privacy. These are commonly known as Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs). We investigate
some these PETs including MIX networks, Onion Routing and various privacy-preserving methods. Other aspects include identity and location privacy in cellular systems,
privacy in RFID, Internet-of-Things (IoT) and sensor networks amongst others. Some aspects of cloud systems are also covered. Content: Getting a Grip on Privacy The Legal
Context of Privacy Anonymous Communications Secure Multi-party Computations and Privacy Privacy and Data Mining in Telecommunications Requirements for Cellular
System Subscriber Privacy The 3GPP Systems and Subscriber Privacy Future Cellular Systems and Enhanced Subscriber Privacy Sensor Networks Radio Frequency
Identification Privacy and Trust for the Internet-of-Things Privacy in the Cloud Summary and Concluding Remarks
Handbook of Research on Automated Feature Engineering and Advanced Applications in Data Science
Panda, Mrutyunjaya 2021-01-08 In today’s digital world, the huge
amount of data being generated is unstructured, messy, and chaotic in nature. Dealing with such data, and attempting to unfold the meaningful information, can be a
challenging task. Feature engineering is a process to transform such data into a suitable form that better assists with interpretation and visualization. Through this method, the
transformed data is more transparent to the machine learning models, which in turn causes better prediction and analysis of results. Data science is crucial for the data scientist
to assess the trade-offs of their decisions regarding the effectiveness of the machine learning model implemented. Investigating the demand in this area today and in the future
is a necessity. The Handbook of Research on Automated Feature Engineering and Advanced Applications in Data Science provides an in-depth analysis on both the theoretical
and the latest empirical research findings on how features can be extracted and transformed from raw data. The chapters will introduce feature engineering and the recent
concepts, methods, and applications with the use of various data types, as well as examine the latest machine learning applications on the data. While highlighting topics such
as detection, tracking, selection techniques, and prediction models using data science, this book is ideally intended for research scholars, big data scientists, project
developers, data analysts, and computer scientists along with practitioners, researchers, academicians, and students interested in feature engineering and its impact on data.
Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery in Real Life Applications
Julio Ponce 2009-01-01 This book presents four different ways of theoretical and practical advances and
applications of data mining in different promising areas like Industrialist, Biological, and Social. Twenty six chapters cover different special topics with proposed novel ideas.
Each chapter gives an overview of the subjects and some of the chapters have cases with offered data mining solutions. We hope that this book will be a useful aid in showing a
right way for the students, researchers and practitioners in their studies.
Data Clustering Charu C. Aggarwal 2018-09-03 Research on the problem of clustering tends to be fragmented across the pattern recognition, database, data mining, and
machine learning communities. Addressing this problem in a unified way, Data Clustering: Algorithms and Applications provides complete coverage of the entire area of
clustering, from basic methods to more refined and complex data clustering approaches. It pays special attention to recent issues in graphs, social networks, and other
domains. The book focuses on three primary aspects of data clustering: Methods, describing key techniques commonly used for clustering, such as feature selection,
agglomerative clustering, partitional clustering, density-based clustering, probabilistic clustering, grid-based clustering, spectral clustering, and nonnegative matrix
factorization Domains, covering methods used for different domains of data, such as categorical data, text data, multimedia data, graph data, biological data, stream data,
uncertain data, time series clustering, high-dimensional clustering, and big data Variations and Insights, discussing important variations of the clustering process, such as
semisupervised clustering, interactive clustering, multiview clustering, cluster ensembles, and cluster validation In this book, top researchers from around the world explore the
characteristics of clustering problems in a variety of application areas. They also explain how to glean detailed insight from the clustering process—including how to verify the
quality of the underlying clusters—through supervision, human intervention, or the automated generation of alternative clusters.
Semantic Data Mining
A. ?awrynowicz 2017-04-18 Ontologies are now increasingly used to integrate, and organize data and knowledge, particularly in data and knowledgeintensive applications in both research and industry. The book is devoted to semantic data mining – a data mining approach where domain ontologies are used as background
knowledge, and where the new challenge is to mine knowledge encoded in domain ontologies and knowledge graphs, rather than only purely empirical data. The introductory
chapters of the book provide theoretical foundations of both data mining and ontology representation. Taking a unified perspective, the book then covers several methods for
semantic data mining, addressing tasks such as pattern mining, classification and similarity-based approaches. It attempts to provide state-of-the-art answers to specific
challenges and peculiarities of data mining with use of ontologies, in particular: How to deal with incompleteness of knowledge and the so-called Open World Assumption?
What is a truly “semantic” similarity measure? The book contains several chapters with examples of applications of semantic data mining. The examples start from a scenario
with moderate use of lightweight ontologies for knowledge graph enrichment and end with a full-fledged scenario of an intelligent knowledge discovery assistant using complex
domain ontologies for meta-mining, i.e., an ontology-based meta-learning approach to full data mining processes. The book is intended for researchers in the fields of semantic
technologies, knowledge engineering, data science, and data mining, and developers of knowledge-based systems and applications.
Machine Learning and Big Data
Uma N. Dulhare 2020-09-01 This book is intended for academic and industrial developers, exploring and developing applications in the area of
big data and machine learning, including those that are solving technology requirements, evaluation of methodology advances and algorithm demonstrations. The intent of this
book is to provide awareness of algorithms used for machine learning and big data in the academic and professional community. The 17 chapters are divided into 5 sections:
Theoretical Fundamentals; Big Data and Pattern Recognition; Machine Learning: Algorithms & Applications; Machine Learning's Next Frontier and Hands-On and Case Study.
While it dwells on the foundations of machine learning and big data as a part of analytics, it also focuses on contemporary topics for research and development. In this regard,
the book covers machine learning algorithms and their modern applications in developing automated systems. Subjects covered in detail include: Mathematical foundations of
machine learning with various examples. An empirical study of supervised learning algorithms like Naïve Bayes, KNN and semi-supervised learning algorithms viz. S3VM, GraphBased, Multiview. Precise study on unsupervised learning algorithms like GMM, K-mean clustering, Dritchlet process mixture model, X-means and Reinforcement learning
algorithm with Q learning, R learning, TD learning, SARSA Learning, and so forth. Hands-on machine leaning open source tools viz. Apache Mahout, H2O. Case studies for
readers to analyze the prescribed cases and present their solutions or interpretations with intrusion detection in MANETS using machine learning. Showcase on novel usercases: Implications of Electronic Governance as well as Pragmatic Study of BD/ML technologies for agriculture, healthcare, social media, industry, banking, insurance and so
on.
Coefficient of Variation and Machine Learning Applications
K. Hima Bindu 2019-11-20 Coefficient of Variation (CV) is a unit free index indicating the consistency of the data
associated with a real-world process and is simple to mold into computational paradigms. This book provides necessary exposure of computational strategies, properties of CV
and extracting the metadata leading to efficient knowledge representation. It also compiles representational and classification strategies based on the CV through illustrative
explanations. The potential nature of CV in the context of contemporary Machine Learning strategies and the Big Data paradigms is demonstrated through selected applications.
Overall, this book explains statistical parameters and knowledge representation models.
Data Mining Jiawei Han 2022-10-15 Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques, Fourth Edition provides the theories and methods for processing gathered data or information to be
used in various applications. Specifically, it explains data mining and the tools used in discovering knowledge from the collected data, known as KDD. It focuses on the
feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability of techniques of large data sets. After describing data mining, the authors explain the methods of knowing, preprocessing,
processing, and warehousing data. They then present information about data warehouses, online analytical processing (OLAP), and data cube technology. Then, the methods
involved in mining frequent patterns, associations, and correlations for large data sets are described. The book details the methods for data classification and introduces the

concepts and methods for data clustering. The remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection and the trends, applications, and research frontiers in data mining. This book is
intended for computer science students, application developers, business professionals, and researchers who seek information on data mining. Presents dozens of algorithms
and implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and suitable for use in real-world, large-scale data mining projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining objectrelational databases, spatial databases, multimedia databases, time-series databases, text databases, the World Wide Web, and applications in several fields Provides a
comprehensive, practical look at the concepts and techniques needed to get the most out of your data
Latin American Women and Research Contributions to the IT Field
Negrón, Adriana Peña Pérez 2020-12-18 Although the effort to involve women in engineering has risen in
recent years with the creation of new initiatives and the promotion of inclusion in technical disciplines, the active participation of women in engineering professions is
continuously lower than expected. While the need for engineers appears to be constantly increasing, women still do not fill most of this role and have a long way to go to even
reach an equal split in the field. This gender gap has a significant impact how women in the STEM fields are perceived as well as their experiences in their education and
careers. When it comes to Latin American women in IT, their contribution to science can go unnoticed, their participation levels in these fields are very low, and they often
occupy lower-level positions than their male counterparts. These issues need to be discussed, and the experiences of women who work in the field must be shared. Latin
American Women and Research Contributions to the IT Field highlights the important role of Latin American women in IT by collecting and disseminating their frontier-research
contributions in order to provide more visibility and inspire greater participation of Latin American women within the major field of computer science. With chapters contributed
by female authors from eight Latin American and Caribbean countries, the book provides a deep analysis of these women’s trajectory paths to high quality theoretical and
applied relevant research in computer science and IT. While highlighting areas such as inclusivity and STEM education, along with advancements and achievements in topics
that include nonverbal interaction in virtual reality, fuzzy logic applications in education, and ant colony optimization, this book is ideal for professionals, academics, students,
and researchers working in the fields of information technologies and computer science as well as those interested in gender and women’s studies.
Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties
Joe Celko 2010-11-22 Joe Celkos SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming offers tips and techniques in advanced programming. This book
is the fourth edition and it consists of 39 chapters, starting with a comparison between databases and file systems. It covers transactions and currency control, schema level
objects, locating data and schema numbers, base tables, and auxiliary tables. Furthermore, procedural, semi-procedural, and declarative programming are explored in this
book. The book also presents the different normal forms in database normalization, including the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, elementary key, domain-key, and Boyce-Codd
normal forms. It also offers practical hints for normalization and denormalization. The book discusses different data types, such as the numeric, temporal and character data
types; the different predicates; and the simple and advanced SELECT statements. In addition, the book presents virtual tables, and it discusses data partitions in queries;
grouping operations; simple aggregate functions; and descriptive statistics, matrices and graphs in SQL. The book concludes with a discussion about optimizing SQL. It will be
of great value to SQL programmers. Expert advice from a noted SQL authority and award-winning columnist who has given ten years service to the ANSI SQL standards
committee Teaches scores of advanced techniques that can be used with any product, in any SQL environment, whether it is an SQL 92 or SQL 2008 environment Offers tips for
working around deficiencies and gives insight into real-world challenges
A Practical Guide to Data Mining for Business and Industry
Andrea Ahlemeyer-Stubbe 2014-05-12 Data mining is well on its way to becoming a recognized discipline in the
overlapping areas of IT, statistics, machine learning, and AI. Practical Data Mining for Business presents a user-friendly approach to data mining methods, covering the typical
uses to which it is applied. The methodology is complemented by case studies to create a versatile reference book, allowing readers to look for specific methods as well as for
specific applications. The book is formatted to allow statisticians, computer scientists, and economists to cross-reference from a particular application or method to sectors of
interest.
Big Data Kuan-Ching Li 2015-09-15 As today’s organizations are capturing exponentially larger amounts of data than ever, now is the time for organizations to rethink how they
digest that data. Through advanced algorithms and analytics techniques, organizations can harness this data, discover hidden patterns, and use the newly acquired knowledge
to achieve competitive advantages. Presenting the contributions of leading experts in their respective fields, Big Data: Algorithms, Analytics, and Applications bridges the gap
between the vastness of Big Data and the appropriate computational methods for scientific and social discovery. It covers fundamental issues about Big Data, including
efficient algorithmic methods to process data, better analytical strategies to digest data, and representative applications in diverse fields, such as medicine, science, and
engineering. The book is organized into five main sections: Big Data Management—considers the research issues related to the management of Big Data, including indexing and
scalability aspects Big Data Processing—addresses the problem of processing Big Data across a wide range of resource-intensive computational settings Big Data Stream
Techniques and Algorithms—explores research issues regarding the management and mining of Big Data in streaming environments Big Data Privacy—focuses on models,
techniques, and algorithms for preserving Big Data privacy Big Data Applications—illustrates practical applications of Big Data across several domains, including finance,
multimedia tools, biometrics, and satellite Big Data processing Overall, the book reports on state-of-the-art studies and achievements in algorithms, analytics, and applications
of Big Data. It provides readers with the basis for further efforts in this challenging scientific field that will play a leading role in next-generation database, data warehousing,
data mining, and cloud computing research. It also explores related applications in diverse sectors, covering technologies for media/data communication, elastic media/data
storage, cross-network media/data fusion, and SaaS.
Smart Systems: Innovations in Computing
Arun K. Somani 2021-09-03 This book features original papers from the 3rd International Conference on Smart IoT Systems:
Innovations and Computing (SSIC 2021), presenting scientific work related to smart solution concepts. It discusses scientific works related to smart solutions concept in the
context of computational collective intelligence consisted of interaction between smart devices for smart environments and interactions. Thanks to the high-quality content and
the broad range of the topics covered, the book appeals to researchers pursuing advanced studies.
Proceedings Michel Verleysen 2015
Complex Data Analytics with Formal Concept Analysis
Rokia Missaoui 2022-07-31 FCA is an important formalism that is associated with a variety of research areas such as
lattice theory, knowledge representation, data mining, machine learning, and semantic Web. It is successfully exploited in an increasing number of application domains such as
software engineering, information retrieval, social network analysis, and bioinformatics. Its mathematical power comes from its concept lattice formalization in which each
element in the lattice captures a formal concept while the whole structure represents a conceptual hierarchy that offers browsing, clustering and association rule mining.
Complex data analytics refers to advanced methods and tools for mining and analyzing data with complex structures such as XML/Json data, text and image data,
multidimensional data, graphs, sequences and streaming data. It also covers visualization mechanisms used to highlight the discovered knowledge. This edited book examines
a set of important and relevant research directions in complex data management, and updates the contribution of the FCA community in analyzing complex and large data such
as knowledge graphs and interlinked contexts. For example, Formal Concept Analysis and some of its extensions are exploited, revisited and coupled with recent processing
parallel and distributed paradigms to maximize the benefits in analyzing large data.
Fuzzy Systems and Data Mining V
A.J. Tallón-Ballesteros 2019-11-06 The Fuzzy Systems and Data Mining (FSDM) conference is an annual event encompassing four main
themes: fuzzy theory, algorithms and systems, which includes topics like stability, foundations and control; fuzzy application, which covers different kinds of processing as well
as hardware and architectures for big data and time series and has wide applicability; the interdisciplinary field of fuzzy logic and data mining, encompassing applications in
electrical, industrial, chemical and engineering fields as well as management and environmental issues; and data mining, outlining new approaches to big data, massive data,
scalable, parallel and distributed algorithms. The annual conference provides a platform for knowledge exchange between international experts, researchers, academics and
delegates from industry. This book includes the papers accepted and presented at the 5th International Conference on Fuzzy Systems and Data Mining (FSDM 2019), held in
Kitakyushu, Japan on 18-21 October 2019. This year, FSDM received 442 submissions. All papers were carefully reviewed by program committee members, taking account of the
quality, novelty, soundness, breadth and depth of the research topics falling within the scope of FSDM. The committee finally decided to accept 137 papers, which represents an
acceptance rate of about 30%. The papers presented here are arranged in two sections: Fuzzy Sets and Data Mining, and Communications and Networks. Providing an overview
of the most recent scientific and technological advances in the fields of fuzzy systems and data mining, the book will be of interest to all those working in these fields.
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